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Chapter 2601: Split Soul! (9) 

The last few pages of the scripture had an extensive record for the requirements of executing the “art of 

Split Soul”. 

First of all, the execution of the art on the soul of the person who had been scattered must be as short 

as possible. Theoretically speaking, if the art was executed at the time of death, it would be the best 

option. 

Next, the primordial spirit of the person who was executing the art should be as powerful as it could be. 

Otherwise, he would not be able to endure the pain of heavenly thunder striking down on him. The 

heavenly thunder would be able to shatter one’s primordial spirit instead of diving it in half! If the spirit 

and soul were scattered, then there was no need to talk about saving someone else. 

Lastly, both the executioner and subject needed to have a powerful spiritual link. That is to say, they 

were required to have deep feelings for each other. 

After the soul and spirit had been split, that portion of primordial spirit that had been given out would 

need to rely on this internal link, to seek out the primordial spirit of the person who he was trying to 

save. Moreover, both parties must be completed fused. 

If their spiritual link wasn’t enough, then their soul traces would start to repel and attack each other, 

resulting in it being dissipated. 

Reading to this point, Huang Yueli started to get a brief understanding of this. 

The hardest condition to achieve was the third point. 

The first two conditions weren’t difficult at all. 

For those people who failed, since they dared to execute the art, they should be confident of the 

intensity of their primordial spirit. They should also have mulled over the time to save the other party 

and executed the art only after deeming the suitability of the two conditions. 

Only the third condition was something that one didn’t have enough probability. 

Saint Iniquitous Shadow, who created the art of Split, and his wife were the only pair who had possibly 

succeeded. If they had succeeded then, the most likely possibility was that their feelings towards each 

other were deep enough for them to conquer the third condition. 

Huang Yueli was getting a little absorbed into this and she didn’t pay any attention to Mu Chengying and 

Cang Po Yu’s conversation. 

By the time she regained her senses, Mu Chengying had already kept away the scripture and turned 

around to leave. 

Cang Po Yu knelt on the steps and kept on kowtowing, hoping to make Mu Chengying change his mind. 

However, the latter didn’t even turn back to take a look at him. 



Mu Chengying spent the entire night reading the contents of the scripture. Early morning the next day, 

he passed down his instructions to collect all those treasures which could attract the heavenly thunder. 

At the same time, he set the execution date to be three days later. 

He was in such a rush because that day was the ninth day which Huang Yueli’s soul had scattered. 

If one’s death had exceeded by nine days, then it was impossible to summon back the scattered soul. 

Blue Profound Sect’s ordinary disciples didn’t know about Mu Chengying’s intention hence they were 

very enthusiastic in gathering those materials. Very quickly, he had already gathered all the treasures 

that he needed. 

Cang Po Jun and the others were not feeling the same. They took turns to head over to Levitation Sword 

Palace and tried to persuade Mu Chengying. But all they were given was his cold shoulder. 

In the end, even Liu Buyan who had renounced his friendship with Mu Chengying, also rushed over on 

the evening of the last day. 

“Mu Chengying, get out here right now!” Liu Buyan was not deferential towards Mu Chengying at all, 

unlike Cang Po Jun and the others. 

He knocked on the door and when there was no answer, he just broke the lock and barged in! 

“Mu Chengying, are you really going to seek your death? Don’t think that I don’t know. No one had ever 

succeeded at that art of Split Soul! Even if it was Saint Iniquitous Shadow, that was merely a legend 

which no one knows if it’s true or fake! There’s no meaning for you to do this at all!” 

Mu Chengying shot a glance at him and stood up immediately. 

“It’s time.” 
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Saying that he seemed as though he wasn’t paying any attention to Liu Buyan and walked out of the 

door directly. 

Liu Buyan followed behind him quickly as he tried to obstruct him, “Wait, wait right there! Stand still! Do 

you hear me?” 

Mu Chengying couldn’t be bothered about him and although he looked as though he was unhurried, but 

his speed was relatively fast. Liu Buyan used all his might but still couldn’t chase up to him. 

He flustered and just started howling behind his back. 

“Mu Chengying, do you know what you are doing? Do you know what the feeling of being struck by 

heavenly thunder and your soul and spirit being split feels like? Those practitioners who had failed when 

they executed the art of Split Soul had their souls’ crushed bit by bit by the heavenly thunder while they 

were alive! That kind of pain is way much torturous than the death of a thousand cuts! Moreover, the 

entire process will last for three entire days!” 



Mu Chengying didn’t turn his head back.. He didn’t even make any expression. 

Liu Buyan, Cang Po Jun, and the others followed him to the foot of the tower. They still tried to keep 

persuading him and even disregarded the danger of being strike by the heavenly thunder as they 

charged forward to pull him back. 

But Mu Chengying directly hit out a palm strike, pushing all of them backward! 

“NO!!” 

Liu Buyan and the others fell onto the floor and weren’t able to stand up for a long time. They could only 

watch helplessly as Mu Chengying pulled out the Veracious Warrior Sword, pointing it towards the sky. 

At that moment, Huang Yueli had been watching the entire events unfolding through Mu Chengying’s 

eyes… 

She heard “herself” chanting a long chain of mantras… 

Following Mu Chengying’s peaceful and cold voice, a bolt of heavenly thunder gathered about Levitation 

Sword Palace, as it struck down onto the Thousand Sword Array! 

Thousands of swords started screeching! 

However, this time, the swords were used to reflect the attack. On the contrary, My Chengying 

controlled them as he gathered the heavenly thunder in the sky. When it was gathered to the strongest 

point, it came crashing down on his head! 

Huang Yueli’s pupils abruptly contracted. 

It was… it was this moment! 

In her dream, she would be awakened from shock every single time she dreamt of the heavenly thunder 

striking down. 

No matter how many times, the result was the same. 

Whereas now… she could see it and also what happened after that! 

Huang Yueli’s excitement maintained for less than a breath because following that, she started to regret 

recalling these matters. 

The energy of the heavenly thunder was just too huge! 

Before it had even landed on her, Huang Yueli already sensed that her brain was going to explode. It 

kept buzzing and the intense pain from her brain started seeping to other parts of her body. 

A loud “boom” was heard! It was as though her soul trace had exploded inside! 

Following that, she felt an unimaginable pain. 

It felt like thousands of knives that kept scuttering around in her soul trace. It also felt like numerous 

little insects nibbling at her brain. It was painful, itchy, numb…. An indescribably feeling kept appearing 

in her mind. 



At this moment, she had no choice but to believe in Cang Po Yu and Liu Buyan’s words. The pain of a 

split soul… wasn’t something that an ordinary person could handle! 

Some high levelled practitioners with resolute determination might just break down under this kind of 

torment! 

Huang Yueli was seeing stars and there were several times when she wanted to regain her 

consciousness. 

However this time, no matter how she cried out loudly in her heart, she wasn’t able to regain 

consciousness. She could only continue to stay in this realistic dreamland, experiencing that kind of 

extreme pain. 
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Not knowing how long had passed, Huang Yueli was harboring the thoughts of committing suicide. 

As long as she could end this suffering, she was willing to do anything! 

In her daze, Huang Yueli also noticed another point. 

Under this near insane tormentous suffering, Mu Chengying’s reaction was so peaceful that it had gone 

beyond her expectation. 

He had been enduring the pain, as he continued to chant the mantras. Following the execution of the art 

of Split Soul, the heavenly thunder in the sky started crashing down. Each bolt was much stronger than 

the previous, and the energy contained in it was even more terrifying! 

However, Mu Chengying still managed to finish chanting the curse. There wasn’t even any quivering in 

his voice at all. 

If it wasn’t for the fact that Huang Yueli was now inside his soul trace, feeling what he was feeling 

through his body, she might never have been able to imagine just how kind of pain was Mu Chengying in 

right now! 

Until the very end, when the pain had reached the maximum limit, Mu Chengying finally made a few 

suppressed groans. 

Following the flow of time, Huang Yueli’s consciousness also started to slacken… 

The images in front of her eyes started to turn black. 

… 

“No… No… Don’t! Don’t!” 

Huang Yueli laid on the chaise lounge as she kept shaking her head in pain while moaning. The ferret fur 

cape cushion was thoroughly soaked by her sweat. 

Liu Buyan sat near her as he kept observing her condition closely. 

Seeing that, he sat a little nearer and held Huang Yueli’s wrist to check her pulse. 



Huang Yueli’s pulse was rather normal and that meant that her condition was very good. She appeared 

to be in so much pain because her consciousness had already entered her memories. 

In other words, the pain that she was experiencing now wasn’t unreal. It was something that she had 

once experienced. 

Liu Buyan understood this point so when he saw her wiggling around in pain, he felt an extreme 

heartache. But there was nothing that he could do for her! 

During the period when the Soul Scattering Pill took effect, he was unable to lessen Huang Yueli’s 

suffering and could only let her return to the point of her memories. 

Liu Buyan was rather puzzled. When the art of Split Soul was being executed, Mu Chengying’s suffering 

was indeed horrifying but Huang Yueli was the party being saved. So when the primordial spirit was 

being fused, it shouldn’t be that painful. But why was her reaction that drastic? 

Just as Liu Buyan was pondering over this…. 

“Bam bam bam! Bam bam bam—!” 

A burst of haphazard knocking was heard from his door. 

The person knocked extremely hard from the outside and an exasperated voice was heard immediately. 

“Liu Buyan, open the door! Is Li’er at your side? What did you do to her?” 

Liu Buyan frowned and lifted his head. He then realized that it was already dawn. 

He and Huang Yueli had spent an entire night together in the same room… 

He knew things weren’t wise and suddenly, Li Moying who was outside had already lost his patience. 

Using his palm, blasted the door open with a loud bang! 

“Where’s Li’er? I heard her voice! What are you doing?? Why did Li’er come over to your place to spend 

the night?” 

Li Moying shot in like an arrow in front of Liu Buyan and grabbed his shirt. He looked as though he 

wanted to murder someone. 

Liu Buyan hastily explained, “You… things are not like what you have imagined. Calm down a little and 

listen to me!” 

Liu Buyan wanted to cry. It was exactly because he didn’t want anyone to misunderstand, hence he gave 

Huang Yueli that Soul Scattering Pill. 
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In the end, Huang Yueli still spent the entire night in his room…. 

What was he aiming for then? 

Liu Buyan was feeling extremely vexed! 



However, Li Moying was extremely upset now and he totally didn’t listen to what he was saying. His 

surrounding Profound Energy was rising and he was about to strike out! 

Liu Buyan stared anxiously at him and he was calculating how many chances of success did he had if 

they were to fight? 

Although Li Moying’s cultivation couldn’t be compared to his past life’s peak due to his primordial spirit 

being split, it was still enough to give him a beating. 

Just as Liu Buyan was burning with anxiety, a cry suddenly came from the chaise lounge. 

Li Moying was stunned and immediately turned to look at Huang Yueli. 

The young lady was perspiring with sweat and her brows were knitted tightly. She laid on the chaise 

lounge as she kept moaning softly. But her clothes were intact, totally not bearing any signs of being 

violated. 

Li Moying subconsciously loosened his grip onto Liu Buyan. 

The latter immediately pushed him aside. 

Li Moying couldn’t be bothered about him as he swiftly walked over to Huang Yueli’s side and asked 

anxiously, “Li’er, Li’er, what’s wrong with you?” 

Huang Yueli looked extremely painful and her eyes were shut tightly as she kept muttering to herself, 

“No… don’t… don’t….” 

“Don’t what?” Li Moying leaned in a little closer, trying to hear what she was saying. Unfortunately, she 

was speaking a little too vaguely so he couldn’t tell at all. 

Li Moying could only turn his head towards Liu Buyan, “What exactly happened? Why did Li’er turn out 

like this? What did you do to her last night?” 

Liu Buyan was straightening his clothes which were ruffled by Li Moying. He was almost beaten up by 

him. Although the latter didn’t manage to do so in the end, Liu Buyan had suppressed his anger for a 

long time. 

Hearing his question, he snorted and shrugged his shoulders. “What can I possibly do to Junior Sister? 

You’re thinking too much! I’ll tell you the truth. Last night, Junior Sister came to look for me, saying that 

she’s been having the same dream last night. She would dream of herself standing on the tall tower in 

Levitation Sword Palace and be struck by the heavenly thunder. She doesn’t know what’s going on, so 

she specially came and asked me.” 

When Li Moying heard that he instantly got anxious as he continued to ask, “What? How would she 

suddenly have this kind of dream? What about you? Did you tell her everything about the past? You 

made a vow, that you would never reveal what happened that year!” 

Liu Buyan said, “I didn’t say anything. I, Liu Buyan, dare to swear to Heaven that I didn’t say anything at 

all!” 



“Then why has Li’er turned out in this state?” Li Moying didn’t believe in his rubbish as he yelled at Liu 

Buyan. 

Liu Buyan intentionally put on a dazed look and said, “How would I know? Junior Sister she…” 

He was in the middle of his sentence when Huang Yueli suddenly sat up from the chaise lounge. 

“No, don’t, don’t do it, Chengying!! You can’t do that!!” She opened her eyes but as she was still highly 

strung up, her consciousness was still very blurry. She wasn’t able to tell the difference between the 

dream and real world. 

Huang Yueli opened her eyes and saw Li Moying sitting by her side. She subconsciously linked everything 

in her dream to the chain of events that had happened till now. 

She leaned forward and hugged Li Moying’s waist. Her little face buried right into his chest. 

“Chengying, how can you…. how can you possibly do that! I’m not good to you at all, and I don’t deserve 

you to pay such a high price, just to save me!” 
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“Li… Li’er, you…” Li Moying felt shocked as he simply could not express his emotions in words! 

He had never thought that Huang Yueli would ever say such a thing to him. 

However, she stayed in his arms and her body was trembling slightly. Her intermittent voice broke out, 

“You… why did you use the art of Split Soul, that kind of… that kind of demonic arts? Heavenly thunder 

crashing down on your head… so… so it’s so painful… I don’t deserve this, I really don’t deserve this… I 

didn’t treat you well at all in my past life… sniff..sniff..sniff..” 

She started to sob as she started speaking. 

Li Moying originally wanted to hug her but he was already terrified. Now, he sensed his shirt being 

soaked by tears, he was even more flustered that he didn’t know where to put his hands and feet. 

He wanted to question Huang Yueli but he wasn’t able to say a single word now. All he could do was pat 

her back and helped her to wipe off her tears while he tried to coax her. 

“Alright, alright, Li’er, stop crying. Please stop crying…” 

“You’re worth me treating you so well. You’re worthy of all the wonderful things in this world! It’s my 

fault. I didn’t protect you properly, causing you to self-explode because you had no other choice. Of 

course, I need to save you. Without you, what’s the point in living on my own?” 

Huang Yueli leaned against his chest and wiped her tears and mucus on his expensive shirt made from 

ebony silk. After a while later, she seemed to have noticed that as she started to regain her 

consciousness, returning to the real world. 

She raised her head to meet Li Moying’s determined and good-looking face which was fraught with a 

panicky look. Seeing him with this expression, tenderness filled her entire heart. 



This powerful, cool and unsurpassed peerless top exponent would only reveal such tender emotions in 

front of her. 

It was as though all his coldness had collapsed in front of her! 

Huang Yueli stretched her hand to touch his perfectly sculpted face and whispered, “The feeling of 

having your primordial spirit being torn apart is really very painful… you actually managed to persist on… 

I…. I really…” 

When she recalled the experience that she had just gone through, the rim of her eyes turned red and 

she was about to tear once again. 

This feeling… was simply imaginable. 

No wonder after her rebirth, she subconsciously sealed up this portion of her memories. 

After she regained her consciousness, Huang Yueli finally understood the reason for her to keep 

dreaming of that scene. 

In her dream, she had experienced everything through Li Moying’s eyes. 

That was because her current primordial spirit consisted of a portion of Mu Chengying’s, from the art of 

Split Soul. His primordial spirit was torn apart and given to her. 

So, she inherited Mu Chengying’s past life’s memories. 

Only thing was, this memory was simply too painful and Huang Yueli only recalled this when she turned 

frail while trying to break through the realm. 

Moreover, following the increasing interaction between herself and Li Moying, the two portions of 

primordial spirits which had been torn apart were mutually attracting and tugging each other in their 

bodies. That made the sealed memories slowly surface up… 

Li Moying saw Huang Yueli’s eyes turning red as she looked at him without moving. He thought that she 

was about to cry once again. 

He had a big fright and hurriedly pulled her into his arms, hugging her tightly. He even swayed her gently 

as though he was trying to coax a little child. “Alright, Li’er is the best and the most obedient. Hush, 

don’t cry! Don’t be afraid, the art of Split Soul just sounds terrifying, but it’s really not painful at all!” 
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Huang Yueli was originally very sad but hearing his coaxing which he blurted out without careful 

thinking, she instantly grew furious. 

She struggled free from his arms and rose her head as she stared furiously at him. She said, “You.. You… 

it’s already at this point but you’re still trying to lie to me! I am extremely clear of how painful the art of 

Split soul is! Did you really thought that you can deceive me?” 

“This.. this…” Li Moying wanted to explain but he realized that he couldn’t. 

What Huang Yueli said was indeed the truth, but how on earth did she find out about these? 



Li Moying’s first reaction was that Liu Buyan had betrayed him! 

He instantly shot his gaze towards Liu Buyan, staring hard at the suave-looking man seated in the corner, 

“Liu Buyan! You…” 

He had just started to speak when his wife interrupted her. 

His little fox wrested his sleeve and put her hands on his face, turning him around to face her. 

At the same time, she spoke with an angry tone, “Li Moying, what do you mean by this? You’ve done 

something wrong but you’re still preparing to bully my Senior Brother? Shouldn’t you be reflecting on 

your own mistake?” 

Li Moying’s sweat started to drip. In front of his violent wife, he didn’t have any ability to resist her at all 

so he could only obediently admit his mistake! 

“Li’er, I know I’m in the wrong. But, Liu Buyan…” 

“Senior Brother didn’t say anything at all!” Huang Yueli started at him and shouted, “I had indeed come 

here to ask Senior Brother about what happened during that year. But Senior Brother insisted that he 

had already promised you, so he could not betray you.” 

“But, then… then how did you find out about these? You even know… about the art of Split Soul so 

clearly?” Li Moying couldn’t understand the reason for this. 

Huang Yueli said, “Because after you have me a portion of your primordial spirit, there is your remnant 

memory in my brain. But previously I couldn’t recall this at all. However, ever since I advanced into 

eighth stage realm, this memory started to become clearer and clearer. Every night I would dream about 

the scenario back then…” 

Li Moying’s expression took an abrupt change! 

Huang Yueli had just begun to talk about this and he instantly understood what had happened. 

At the same time, he was deeply remorseful over his lack of consideration. It was something so evident, 

but he had failed to notice it. 

Huang Yueli bore a portion of his primordial spirit, so it was only natural for her to share his memory as 

well! So to speak, his secrets basically couldn’t be hidden from her… 

It was only because Huang Yueli did not show any signs of recovering that memory so Li Moying 

naturally neglected this possibility. 

He foolishly thought that he could not allow Huang Yueli to find out about these matters…. 

“Li’er, I… I’m not…” He opened his mouth once again and his voice sounded even hoarser. 

He stopped in the middle of his sentence as he shook his head frustratedly. “Alright, if I say I didn’t hide 

this from you intentionally, that would be a lie! I indeed didn’t want you to find out about what 

happened that year. Because whatever had happened is no longer affecting us now. Anyway, no matter 

what risks I took that year, at least we have a happy ending now, isn’t that so? The two of us are finally 



able to become husband and wife in this lifetime. We will stay together happily and lovingly. As for the 

past matters, let’s just forget about it!” 

Huang Yueli stared at him and her expression sank, “Is that so? Does it really not affect you?” 

She understood Li Moying very well. 

The more he emphasized that he was not “affected”, it actually meant that it was “affecting” him. 
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Moreover, it affected him greatly! 

Li Moying’s expression stiffened up as he immediately realized that he had misspoken. 

But he put on a composed smile as he attempted to pacify her. “Li’er, what nonsense are you thinking 

about again… I’ve already told you that I’m not affected. Take a look, isn’t my Soul Detachment Illness 

already cured?” 

Huang Yueli narrowed her eyes and stared at him for a while. 

Li Moying broke out into cold sweat but he still put up a nonchalant look as he gazed deeply into her 

eyes. 

If it was any other person, that person would have been deceived by his outstanding acting skills. 

However, Huang Yueli didn’t let him off the hook so easily. 

She somehow had a sort of instinct that things weren’t as simple as this. Otherwise, this man would not 

spend so much effort in hiding it from her. 

Huang Yueli thought for a moment and turned his head towards Liu Buyan, “Senior Brother, tell us. 

Moying’s Soul Detachment Illness… is it really cured?” 

When Liu Buyan saw them become reconciled, he was just about to leave secretly in case they tortured 

him with their sweet nothings. 

Whoever knew that he had just walked to the entrance when Huang Yueli cried out to call him. 

Moreover, Huang Yueli asked a question that was so difficult to answer. 

Liu Buyan’s footsteps took a pause and when he turned his head back, he didn’t know what to say 

momentarily. 

Li Moying saw his hesitation and he shot a dangerous look at him. The coercion and threat in his gaze 

landed on Liu Buyan and it made him felt pressured. 

The latter could only give a helpless reply, “Junior Sister, you’re thinking too much. Moying’s Soul 

Detachment Illness is completely cured. You have also taken his pulse yourself, right?” 

Huang Yueli was slightly surprised when she heard that. 

Li Moying hastily walked up and encircling his hand around her slender waist, he pulled her into his arms 

and spoke softly, “Li’er, I told you that you were thinking too much right?” 



However, Huang Yueli still wasn’t hoodwinked by him. She thought over it for a moment and suddenly 

frowned. 

“That’s not right, something’s not right about this!” 

“What else is there not right?” Li Moying lowered his head and blew his breathe gently on her ear, “Tell 

me about it, hmm?” 

His pure male presence shrouded around Huang Yueli’s cheek. His deep and sexy voice made one 

wallow into it uncontrollably. 

Huang Yueli was bewitched for a moment, and she would fall for Li Moying’s handsome male trap 

practically every single time. 

But this time, she was just too concerned about the answer to this question so she only went into a 

short daze and regained her consciousness. 

“Enough, I’ve already given you a chance, to be honest, but you still refuse to tell me. So that leaves me 

to make wild guesses on my own!” 

She pushed Li Moying aside, and her expression grew solemn. 

“Senior Brother, if I didn’t guess wrongly, Moying’s Soul Detachment might have recovered. But he used 

an ancient cabala, borrowing the heavenly thunder’s might to tear his primordial spirit apart. Even in 

God Realm, it was impossible to recover from this kind of damage. Just based on Soaring Heavens 

Continent’s medicinal pills refined from few stalks of medicinal herbs, how is it possible for him to 

recover totally? So Moying’s primordial spirit remains damaged. Your so-called recovery merely means 

that his primordial spirit would no longer break down when he uses his Profound Energy.” 

Liu Buyan had not expected Huang Yueli to make such an accurate guess, and he went blank for a 

moment before revealing an awkward expression. 

Huang Yueli noticed his expression and immediately said, “Senior Brother, this is something that I’m 

guessing and not you leaking out the secret to me. So if I’ve guessed it wrongly, just rebuke my guess. 

But if my guess is correct, you can just stay silent!” 
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Liu Buyan reciprocated, gave a soft sigh, and didn’t said anything else. 

Li Moying kept daggering the former with his eyes, as though he was going to eliminate him. However, it 

was all too late. 

Huang Yueli had already found out about the truth and his expression turned dark. 

Li Moying hurriedly walked up and leaned near her again, “Li’er, you.. listen to me. I didn’t intentionally 

hide this from you, but…..” 

“But, you feel that I’m just a woman. So I should just obediently allow you to protect me. It’s not 

necessary for me to know about all these, is that so?” Huang Yueli cut off his words and lifted her watery 

eyes as she looked calmly at him. 



Li Moying met her insipid eyes and his heart jolted. 

He knew that since his lie had already been exposed if he continued to tell lies, he would completely 

infuriate Huang Yueli. 

So he could only lower his head and say, “Li’er, I admit that I indeed am hiding this from you. But I 

absolutely did not have the intention to look down on you… I just… just feel that, since my primordial 

spirit can no longer be cured, then why don’t I just accept the truth. There wouldn’t be any use to let 

you know about it. Instead, I will just make one more person worried about me.” 

“Really?” Huang Yueli’s brows rose and ignored him. She turned to face Liu Buyan. 

“Senior Brother, is there really no possibility of curing Moying’s damaged primordial spirit?” 

Li Moying’s heart was pounding wildly. Originally, his damaged primordial spirit wasn’t a big secret. 

What he didn’t want Huang Yueli to know was the way to completely cure his condition! 

Moreover, he tried to divert this topic astray several times, but he hadn’t been successful in his 

attempts. 

Huang Yueli’s line of thinking was very clear and she instantly got the main point in a second. 

Li Moying stared at Liu Buyan as he wanted badly to stuff his mouth! But now that he was in front of 

Huang Yueli, there was nothing he could do! 

Liu Buyan coughed slightly and said, “About this…. primordial spirit’s damage is indeed a serious 

problem. If it was a missing limb, there would be genuine rare treasures that could make a crippled limb 

regrow. But for damages on the primordial spirit, moreover, it had been split apart forcefully, I’ve read 

up on many medical books to find out on the medicinal herbs to treat this injury but until now, I’ve not 

heard of anything that could be of help…” 

Hearing that, Huang Yueli’s expression grew paler, “In this case, there’s really no hope?” 

Liu Buyan hurriedly said, “Junior Sister, don’t be so anxious. I haven’t heard of it doesn’t mean others 

haven’t heard of it. Perhaps there might be this kind of medicinal pill in God Realm! We just have to find 

ways to get more information on this. Anyway, based on Li Moying’s current condition, other than him 

being unable to raise his cultivation, he isn’t affected in any other area so you need not be too worried 

for now.” 

Hearing that, Li Moying was rather surprised as his brows rose while looking at Liu Buyan. 

He thought that Liu Buyan would expose his secret once again! In the end… he was so tight-lipped. 

Liu Buyan detected Li Moying’s gaze and the expression on his face didn’t change at all. He gave Huang 

Yueli a composed look. 

If it were any other matters, he would definitely not wait to spill Li Moying’s secrets. 

But for him to recover his primordial spirit, it was necessary to sacrifice Huang Yueli. For the sake of his 

Junior Sister, Liu Buyan would absolutely not spill the beans on this matter. 

Regarding this point, he and Li Moying were on the same side. 



“Is there really no other way?” Huang Yueli’s brows creased slightly as she felt both touched and upset. 
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Li Moying approached her slowly and pulled her into his arms once again. He said softly, “Li’er, I don’t 

feel uncomfortable anywhere now, so let it be if it can’t be cured.” 

“But your cultivation…. You haven’t been able to breakthrough. It surely is a kind of torment to you!” 

Huang Yueli said with a tinge of sorrow. 

Li Moying looked at her and a smile appeared on his lips, “I know you would say that. You don’t need to 

worry about me. Even if my cultivation cannot be heightened, but I can master a few more Profound 

Skills so I’d still be able to protect you. Or are you saying that after your cultivation surpasses me, you 

will slight your husband with disdain?” 

“Ah? How is that possible? I won’t possibly look down on you!” Huang Yueli’s eyes popped out as she 

furiously shook her head. 

Li Moying chuckled softly, “Really?” 

“Of course!” Huang Yueli nodded her head vigorously, “No matter what your cultivation is, the person I 

like is you! Don’t worry, if there comes a day when my ability is much stronger than you, I will definitely 

protect you!” 

“Then I’m assured. Li’er…” Li Moying’s voice grew deeper as it was laced with a hint of charm. 

She looked at the sudden magnified handsome face and her cheeks flushed with a shade of red. 

“You… don’t lean over, we… we are talking about some proper matters….” She hemmed and hawed. 

Li Moying’s thin lips were almost sticking to her face, “We’re done with the discussion of these matters. 

Now, should we talk about why you have left your husband in the middle of the night, to come over to 

your Senior Brother’s room? What punishment should you receive?” 

“I… this…” Speaking of this, Huang Yueli started to feel a little guilty. 

Plus the fact that Li Moying intentionally turned on his male charm, all she could see was that man’s 

face. For a second, she forgot all about the other questions in her mind. 

Li Moying’s lips curled upwards as he lowered his head and placed his lips on the young lady’s lips. 

Liu Buyan was trembling in trepidation by the side, deeply worried that his lie would be exposed by 

Huang Yueli. 

Whoever knew that the incense had just burnt out when the scene in front took a sudden change. The 

furious Huang Yueli suddenly turned into an appeased little fox. Whereas Li Moying this extremely 

shameless man, actually used his handsome male trick! 

This scene was truly abusing the single dog, Liu Buyan. It made him felt a sour feeling in his heart, not to 

mention how out of sorts he felt! 



“Sh*t, I must have met with a living ghost!” He gritted his teeth, cursed at them, and turned around to 

leave! 

… 

After Huang Yueli and Li Moying sorted out this matter, their relationship took a major improvement. 

Originally those misunderstandings that caused them to grow apart were all resolved and both of them 

resumed back to the original state where one would always be next to each other. 

Facing this situation, the unhappiest person was Bai Liufeng. 

He had finally found an excuse through cultivation, to snatch his precious daughter back to him. It had 

just been a couple of days and she was abducted by this stinky brat again? 

It was really strange. Just one night was all it took for Li Moying to have his Lass Li all smitten? 

Bai Liufeng was feeling upset as he tried to find various excuses to teach Huang Yueli. 

Although she verbally agreed, whenever it was nighttime, she would always return to Li Moying’s side 

excitedly, as they indulged in sweet nothings. 

This made Bai Liufeng feeling sour and melancholic. 

But he didn’t have much time to be frustrated over this. All his energy was mostly used on cultivation as 

well as preparation for battle. 

A month passed swiftly and in the early morning, Cang Po Jun headed out to check on time. Then he 

returned with a piece of news. 

Snow Phoenix Palace had completely risen onto the surface! 

Chapter 2610: Sacrificial Ceremony (1) 

Translator: Misty Cloud Translations Editor: Misty Cloud Translations 

Hearing this piece of news, everyone bustled with excitement. 

This meant that it was almost time for their final action! 

Bai Liufeng’s emotions undulated as he couldn’t control himself. He stood in a blank for a while and 

finally heaved a long sigh. “This day has finally arrived…. After the sacrificial ceremony, it’s either we 

succeed in saving Siluo and have a family reunion, or…. The two of us will die in Snow Phoenix Palace…” 

He waited for a long time for this day. 

To tell the truth, before the final act officially kicked off, he had already been making plans for the 

worst-case scenario.. 

Huang Yueli frowned and walked up, “Father, what are you talking about. Mother will reunite with us, so 

don’t keep talking about death, alright? This time, we have made a lot of preparation work so we will 

definitely succeed!” 

Indeed, the group had made ample preparations in the past month. 



Bai Liufeng didn’t conceal the truth or intentionally hide anything from them. Instead, he shared all the 

information he had consolidated on Sacred Phoenix Race, asking all of them to remember it by heart. 

This was the first time Huang Yueli realized what kind of object was the space barrier that Lord Zhan 

wanted to break through. 

In simple terms, it was something that happened during the Great God Realm War. When those Life Soul 

Realm strong exponents fought, they accidentally leaked demonic qi to the mortal world. 

To prevent the demonic qi from harming God Realm’s practitioners, those remaining Life Soul Realm 

practitioners purged the demonic qi after the Great God Realm War. 

Demonic qi had started to spread in Heaven and Earth and when it came into contact with the Continent 

where humans resided, it formed a space barrier, enveloping the Continent within. 

As demonic qi had been diluted, the influence on humans’ existence wasn’t huge. But it had an adverse 

effect on the concentration of Heaven and Earth’s Profound Qi. At the same time, it also blocked off the 

link between the Continent and God Realm, causing practitioners unable to leave the Continent. 

In reality, other than Soaring Heavens Continent, many other Continents were facing the same 

predicament. 

Besides this, all the fine details related to the Sacrificial Ceremony were also recorded in the scroll that 

Huang Siluo had passed to Bai Liufeng. 

With this information, they had more certainty when they entered the Snow Phoenix Palace. 

On hearing what Huang Yueli said, he also recollected himself and said, “That’s right, it’s Father’s fault. I 

shouldn’t be saying such depressing things! The Sacrificial Ceremony will be held on the third day after 

Snow Phoenix Palace had fully ascended to the surface. We have to grab hold of time tightly and verify 

the next step to execute. 

Hearing that, everyone hurriedly crowded around him. 

… 

Three days later. 

Bai Liufeng led the whole group of six, including himself, close to Snow Phoenix Palace carefully. They 

infiltrated into the place through the indications on the map. 

Even before two of Sacred Phoenix Race’s practitioners had realized, they were already knocked 

unconscious by Cang Po Jun. 

“Very good, we’ve successfully infiltrated this place!” 

“It’s just like what Junior Sister said. The external defense deployment of troops is indeed much 

weaker…” Liu Buyan took a look at his surroundings and sighed with emotions, “I remember the last 

time we entered this place, there were at least seven guards around this area!” 

Bai Liufeng nodded and said in a deep voice, “That’s right. The Sacrificial Ceremony is Sacred Phoenix 

Race’s most important ceremony. The Holy Maiden will be sacrificing herself. Moreover, this is an event 



that happens every hundred years, so all the clansmen must be present. If we weren’t in a rush, these 

two guards would also have gone to attend the Sacrificial Ceremony in the underground level.” 

“So that’s why.” 

Bai Liufeng took a deep breath and said, “Alright, we don’t have much time. Let’s take action right now!” 

 


